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What concerns 
might there be 
with the Milgram 
experiments?



DECEP
TION



DO NOT HARM PARTICIPANTS



DEBRI
EFING





RIGHT TO WITHDRAW



ANONYMITY& IDENTIFIABILITY

Anonymity is achieved in a 
research project when 
neither the researchers nor 
the readers of the findings 
can identify a given 
response with a given 
respondent. 



CO
NF
IDE

NT
IAL
ITY

A research project 
guarantees confidentiality 
when the researcher can 
identify a given person’s 
responses but promises 
not to do so publicly. 



PRIVAC
Y



IMPACT ON SOCIETY





How do each of the following ethical 
considerations apply to different research 
designs (experiments, focus groups, surveys, 
literature study, etcetera)?







1. Research ethics

2. (Extended) recap cont’d



Epistemology

Methodology

The science of knowing; systems of knowledge.

The science of finding out; procedures for 
scientific investigation.

Babbie (2017, p. 4)



What makes 
political science 
a science?

King, Keohane & Verba (1994, pp. 7-9)

1. The goal is inference
2. The procedures are public
3. The conclusions are 

uncertain
4. The content is the method



What makes 
political science 
a science?

Babbie (2015, p. 10)

Theory
Babbie: A systematic explanation for the 
observations that relate to a particular aspect of 
life.

Elkink: A set of social scientific concepts and a 
systematic argument how they are related to 
each other.



Deduction
The logical model in which specific 
expectations of hypotheses are developed on 
the basis of general principles.

Babbie (2015, p. 24)



Induction
The logical model in which general principles 
are developed from specific observations.

Babbie (2015, p. 23)



Parsimony
“Everything should be made as simple as 
possible, but not simpler.” (Einstein)

Occam’s Razor: The fewer assumptions an 
explanation of a phenomenon depends on, 
the better the explanation.

Paradigm
A model or framework for observation and 
understanding, which shapes both what we 
see and how we understand it.



Conceptualisation
Providing a systematic and workable 
definition of a concept.

Operationalisation
Defining the steps necessary to obtain a 
measurement.

Measurement
Obtain measures on specific cases, using 
the defined operations.





Variables
Logical sets of attributes. The 
variable turnout is made up of the 
attributes voter and non voter.

Attributes
Characteristics of people or other 
objects.

Variables Attributes
Gender Female, male
Occupation Plumber, lawyer, taxi driver, professor, …
Age 0, 1, 2, 3, …, 49, 50, 51, …, 100, 101, …
Nationality Dutch, Irish, Indian, …
Social class Upper, middle, lower
Political orientation Liberal, convervative, marxist, …

Babbie (2015, p. 15)



Attribute
A feature of each case – e.g. individual, 
country – that we attempt to measure.

Random variable
The collection of the same attribute across 
the entire population of cases. The way in 
which the attribute varies across cases.

Observed variable
The collection of recorded measurements of 
the attributes across the cases in our sample.
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Babbie (2015, p. 10)

Theory
Babbie: A systematic explanation for the 
observations that relate to a particular aspect of 
life.

Elkink: A set of social scientific concepts and a 
systematic argument how they are related to 
each other.

Theories are necessary for 
inference (understanding, 
prediction, generalization).

Unit	of	analysis



For example:

• Case studies followed by large N study for 
generalization.

• Large survey followed by focus groups.
• Focus groups to design questionnaire for large N survey.

• Case studies to study unexpected results in large N 
study.

Mixed methods
Combining qualitative and quantitative 
approaches in the same research project.



Experiment
Through random assignment into treatment and control groups, it is 
impossible for a third variable to be the cause of the correlation 
between treatment and outcome.

Survey experiment
Randomly allocate different questions to 
different respondents, to see how 
answers change – usually evaluating the 
effect of priming.



Watch TV ad Vote choiceWatch TV ad Vote choice

Political
preferences

Watch TV ad Vote choice

Political
preferences

???

Watch TV ad Vote choice

Political
preferences

???

Cross-sectional study
A study based on observations 
representing a single point in time.

Control variable
A variable we add to the analysis to 
see if the original correlation still 
holds.





Simple random sample
The sampling here is a purely random selection from the 
sampling frame – i.e. from the list of all texts. 

Stratified sample
Select collections you need and sample texts within 
collections to make sure each collection is sufficiently 
represented. 

Clustered sample
Collections are randomly sampled first, before texts within 
these clusters are randomly sampled.



Survey non-response
Losing observations because sampled individuals 
refuse to cooperate with (parts of) the survey.

Sampling bias
Bias incurred because the sample 
is not purely random (e.g. because 
of non-response).

Sampling error
The amount of error when a population 
parameter is estimated by a sample statistic.
The bigger the sample, the lower the sampling 
error – the size of the population is irrelevant!



Bo
xp
lo
t



Likert scale
Ordinal survey question such as strongly disagree to strongly agree.

Also, a rarely used algorithm to construct scales combining multiple 
questions with this answer format.



Open-ended question
Respondents can state or write in any 
possible answer.

Closed question
Respondents can choose between a 
fixed number of possible answers.

Note later class 
on coding text.




